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Status of Evangelization

A = Have never heard the gospel
B = Were evangelized but did not 

become Christians
C = Are adherents to any form of 

Christianity

A B C

Location: More than 105,000 Sani live in
the central and eastern parts of Yunnan
Province. The majority live in Shilin (formerly
Lunan) County, especially around the
famous Stone Forest. The Stone Forest,
about 120 kilometers (75 mi.) southeast of
Kunming, is a massive collection of
limestone forms that stand up to 30
meters (98 ft.) high. Sani legend says the
gods created the Stone Forest in order to
help young lovers, who can find privacy
among the towering pillars — which cover
an area of 400 hectares (990 acres). In
addition to 54,134 living in Shilin County,1

the Sani are located in nearby Mile, Yiliang,
Qiubei, and Luxi counties.2

Identity: Although they have been combined
with numerous other people groups to form
the large Yi nationality in China, the Sani
possess their own unique language,
customs, and ethnic identity.

Language: The Sani language is part of the
Tibeto-Burman language family. It consists
of 40 consonants, 24 vowels, and 5 tones.
A Sani-Chinese dictionary was completed in
1986, using the traditional Nosu
orthography.3 The first two years of primary
school education for Sani children are
conducted in the Sani language, but all
schooling after that point is conducted in
Chinese.

History: The Sani are thought to have
originated near Dali. Shortly after the Tang

Dynasty (618–907) they
left the region, traveled
through Chuxiong, and
settled among the rock
formations of Shilin. 

Customs:4 A single Sani
girl’s turban contains all
the colors of the rainbow.
This results from a Sani
legend. A long time ago a
beautiful Sani girl named
Musidama was rescued
from a tiger by a
handsome hunter named
Stiasai, and the two fell
in love. The local chief
lusted after her, however,
and desired to marry her
first. One day Stiasai was
attacked by a wild boar
and died. Musidama’s
heart was broken. At his

funeral, she leaped into the flames before
the chief’s men could stop her. Only two
small pieces of her clothing were torn off.
“Soon two colorful clouds rose from the
flames and then converged together. The
sky cleared and a beautiful rainbow
appeared. The Sani call it Saimusi-mudama
to remember the lovers.”5

Religion: The Sani are polytheists. They
believe the earth, sky, water, fire,
mountains, stones, etc., have their own
spirits. They also worship their ancestors.

Christianity: Père Paul Vial of the Paris
Foreign Missionary Society commenced
work among the Sani in 1887. In the early
1900s he reported the Sani to be a haven
of Catholicism with 7,360 converts6 and
Sani priests ministering in 30 villages.7 Vial
was a colorful figure, whose battles with
Chinese officials led to attempted murder
in 1894.8 Today there are Catholic believers
in 22 of the 124 Sani villages in Shilin
County. The 3,000 Sani Catholics in Shilin
worship in seven main churches.9 In
addition, a small number of Catholics are
found among the Sani in Honghe
Prefecture. Although there are only a
relative handful of Protestants among the
Sani, the Sani Catholics represent a great
resource and hope for the salvation of
many other Yi peoples in the area. Their
persistence and faithfulness in the face of
opposition have been a powerful witness.

Population in China:
103,000 (1999)
105,600 (2000)
132,500 (2010)
Location: Yunnan
Religion: Polytheism
Christians: 3,100

Overview of the Sani
Countries: China

Pronunciation: “Sah-nee”

Other Names: San Yi, 
San Yi Puo, Ming, Shani, 
Gni-p’a, Gni, Ni, Nipo

Population Source: 
103,000 (1999 J. Pelkey); 
Out of a total Yi population of
6,572,173 (1990 census)

Location: Yunnan: Shilin
(68,000), Yiliang (21,000), Luxi
(2,000), Qiubei (10,000), and
Mile (2,100) counties

Status: 
Officially included under Yi

Language: Sino-Tibetan, 
Tibeto-Burman, Burmese-Lolo,
Lolo, Northern Lolo, Yi,
Southeastern Yi

Dialects: 0

Religion: Polytheism, Animism, 
No Religion, Christianity

Christians: 3,100

Scripture: None

Jesus film: None

Gospel Recordings:
Yi: Sani #04939

Christian Broadcasting: None

ROPAL code: YIE01
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